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MARK Webber retook the lead of the world championship after
winning the Hungarian Grand Prix.

The Australian had his team-mate, Sebastian Vettel, to thank
after Vettel’s mistake during a safety car period. When the safety
car is on track drivers must stay within ten car lengths of the car
in front. Vettel failed to do this and was penalised with a drive
through penalty thus handing Webber the chance to win.

Webber started the race from second on the grid but with the
Hungaroring rarely used throughout the year he knew that it
would take a mistake off the line by Vettel to allow himself
challenge for the lead. As it was Vettel made a solid start but
Webber was passed into turn one by Fernando Alonso. With
Webber held up by Alonso, Vettel was free to open a lead before
his first pit stop. The German pulled away at a rate of one second
per lap during the early stages with Webber saving fuel and not
pressuring the Ferrari.

With no refuelling in Formula 1 drivers must save fuel during
the race. This is because it is much faster for a car to start the
race 10 kilograms short on fuel and make the driver spend a
period of the race conserving fuel than it is for the driver to have
to accelerate, brake and corner the fuel needed to finish the race
comfortably. Webber knew that by being stuck behind the slower
Ferrari early in the race that he could get the fuel saving stint
finished as early as possible so as to be able to push as hard as
possible later in the race.

On lap 15 the safety car was deployed to allow debris to be
removed from the track. Red Bull immediately pulled Vettel into
the pits so that he could retain track position and have made his
one and only stop. Ferrari did likewise with Alonso. Webber
though remained on track and headed the field behind the safety
car. It was now that Vettel failed to maintain his correct distance
to Webber.

Webber knew that he needed to open a gap of 20 seconds to
allow for his pitstop so he pressed once released from the safety
car and pulled away from the field. A few laps after the race
restarted confirmation came that Vettel was to be penalised for
his safety car gaffe. The race was now Webber’s to lose.

The drive through penalty dropped Vettel to third, behind
Alonso, and with Webber opening a commanding lead at the
front it was clear that the Australian would be able to make his
stop and emerge comfortably ahead. While Webber was cruising
to his fourth win of the season Vettel’s temper was boiling over.
Unable to understand why he was penalised Vettel pushed too
hard and made numerous errors. He had to settle for third at the
end, knowing that he had gift wrapped his teammate a victory,
and cost himself the lead in the title chase.

Flexible wings take centre stage
This season has seen controversy at nearly every race and

Hungary was no different. While the world’s press focused on
Ferrari’s tactics during the German Grand Prix, the teams
focused on their front wings. Ferrari and Red Bull were at the
centre of a flexible front wing storm in the days after the German
race and in Hungary it was clear to see why.

From on board it was easily visible that the Red Bull front
wing was rising and lowering under heavy braking and
acceleration. The front wing is the most important aerodynamic
device on the car as it dictates how the air passes over the rest
of the car. By flexing their wings closer to the ground, Red Bull’s
were almost scrapping the tarmac; both teams gave themselves
a huge advantage. With a front wing every millimetre lower the
wing goes gives one percentage point more downforce. By
lowering the wing by 30mm Red Bull would gain over one second
per lap, the margin to Hamilton in qualifying.

There are only two states in Formula1: being behind and
applying pressure, or in front and receiving pressure. Teams
behind know that there are two ways to apply pressure,
developing a new wing or lodging a protest against faster cars.
The teams choose to protest because it might force the pace
setters to remove their advantageous wings before the next race.
Don’t be fooled though, every team is now trying to develop a
flexible front wing.

Vettel gifts victory and title
lead to team-mate Webber
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DUNDALK Stadium has
announced the details of the Bar
One Racing Dual Race Day which
will take place at the Co. Louth
all-weather horse and greyhound
track on Sunday August 15.

Horse racing commences at
2:15pm with a seven race card
and the evening’s greyhound
racing will commence at 7:45pm
with the annual Bar One Racing
Irish Sprint Cup Final.

The Bar One Racing Irish
Sprint Cup is Ireland’s only
sprint Classic event with a total

prize fund of over 35,000 and a
winner’s purse of 20,000.

Declan McCourt, Managing
Director of Bar One Racing, said,
“This is the third year that Bar
One Racing has sponsored the
dual race day at Dundalk
Stadium and the sixth year
sponsoring the Bar One Racing
Irish Sprint Cup Final.

The Sprint Cup this year is
shaping up to be an exciting
contest with no shock
eliminations the top Sprinter’s in
the country are still vying for the

p35,000 prize fund and I look
forward to seeing who remains
to contest the title.”

Emma Meehan, Sales and
Marketing Manager of Dundalk
Stadium, said: “The Bar One
Dual Race Day promises to be a
great day for young and old alike.

With a whole host of kids
activities throughout the day, the
Bar One Racing Dual Race Day
will ensure that the youngsters
are just as entertained as the
adults!. I would like to thank Bar

One Racing for their continued
support of Dundalk Stadium and
we look forward to an exciting
race day.”

The semi-finals of the Bar One
Racing Irish Sprint Cup will run
on Saturday August 7 and the
draw for the final will be
officiated on the same evening.

Tickets are not required for
this event and doors open at
12:30pm. Restaurant spaces are
currently available so book now
to avoid disappointment.

Fiona Kelly of Connolly Kelly Chartered Accountants, Dundalk
presents an award to connections of Aladdin’s Cave on Monday July 12
at Dundalk Stadium.

Lisa Kelly, Allen's Pharmacy representative, pictured with Ashley Shields, Maria
Farrell and Liam Carroll presents to David Marnane, trainer of My St Clair at
Dundalk Stadium on Monday July 12.

Bar One Racing Dual Race Day at Dundalk Stadium

HORSE RACING IRISH NATIONAL HUNT TEAM

By Gary McLaughlin

A DUNDALK jockey has been
named on the Irish National
Hunt team that will travel to
Australia.

Stephen Gray, a 23-year-old
from Cedarwood Park Dundalk
was named in the four man panel
by An Taoiseach Brian Cowen.

It is the 24th year in which
Ireland will do battle with the
Aussies.

Gray shot to fame last year
when he beat all the odds to land
the prestigious Arthur Guinness
Galway Hurdle in 2009.

Riding 'Bahrain Storm', the
horse romped home, leaving red
hot favourite Ruby Walsh in the
shade by six lengths.

Gray was on a 20/1 outsider
and despite only finding out two
days prior to the race that he
would compete in it, it did not
stop him from winning the
r250,000 prize.

Alongside Gray, he will be
joined by Cork men Davy
Condon and Paul Townend,
along with Kildare's Mark
Walsh.

The team will depart Dublin
on Friday, August 13, before
arriving in Adelaide two days
later.

The series, set to be held in
South Australia, will consist of
six races: two at Gawler on
Wednesday August 18, two at

Morphettville on Thursday,
August 19 and finally the series
concludes with "Irish Day" at
Morphettville on Saturday,
August 21. "Irish Day" has
become the second biggest race
meeting in South Australia held
each year.

The Jockeys will sport Horse
Racing Ireland branded jackets
when they are travelling and
branded gear bags at the races.

Having initially ridden as an
apprentice on the flat, Gray
switched his attentions to the
National Hunt sphere in the
2006/7 season and soon began his
steady rise up the ranks.

It was his partnership with the
Tom Nagle-trained Alickadoo
during the 2008/9 season that
brought him to the attention of
many people, with him winning
three races in a row on him,
including when promoted to first
position in a dramatic renewal of
the Cork Grand National.

2009/10 saw Gray register his
best-ever tally of winners and
prize money, with the highlight
of his campaign unquestionably
being his win on the Pat Flynn-
trained Bahrain Storm in the
Galway Hurdle.

Winning such a high-profile
race did no end of good for Gray’s
profile and it was a win that had
a profound impact on the
remainder of his season.

Local jockey Gray set for Australia test

WINNER: Jockey Stephen Gray, pictured here after winning the Arthur
Guinness Galway Hurdle Handicap on Bahrain Storm.


